Meet a new kind of health plan

With an Asuris Essential “Care on Demand” health plan, your employees get the best of both worlds: unlimited virtual visits plus all the benefits they expect from traditional coverage.

These cutting-edge plans make health care easy. Whether your employees prefer to get care by secure chat or video, they can have a virtual visit with a board-certified, U.S.-based provider using their phone or tablet—whenever they need care. All for a $0 copay. That can help them stay healthy and productive.

Finally, A plan that can lower the cost for you and your employees, and deliver care the way they want it.

There for your team

These plans are great options for anyone often on the go—and often on their phone.

During a virtual visit, a doctor can diagnose and treat conditions, prescribe medications, give follow-up care, and advise your employees on getting care from a specialist. Your employees can also schedule video visits with a mental health provider and receive therapy without leaving home.

Whether you choose a Silver or Bronze plan, your team will have coverage that’s:

**Convenient:** There are care options that are available 24/7, with wait times as short as a minute.

**Cost-effective:** Virtual visits have a $0 copay.

**Comprehensive:** Plans include the traditional care and coverage your employees expect, from well-being and employee assistance programs to extras, like MedSavvy®.

Is offering an Essential “Care on Demand” plan right for you? Contact your Asuris sales executive or producer to learn more.